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About This Game

"Relax, have a cup of coffee and enjoy eliminating all the boxes"
A minimalist puzzle game with great challenges.

The mechanics and gameplay are very simple, just combine 3 or more boxes to eliminate them. if you eliminate all boxes on
stage you will finish the level. But it will not be as easy as it seems.

99 Levels

7 boxes

3 extra box behaviors

3 special unique boxes

17 Steam Achievements

Minimalist game concept

Relaxing experience
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Beautiful 3D graphics

Simple and intuitive interface

Easy interactions

Great challenges

Quality adjustments

Boxes

There are 7 different color types in which to be eliminated must be combined in 3 or more equal boxes.

Behaviours and Extra boxes

The special boxes have a specific behavior, and each one has a way to be destroyed

Can't Move: Cannot be moved.

Cage: Must be combined with a sequence of the same color to be released.

Special: Can be combined with anything.

Bomb: Activates only if it is in the middle of a combination, and eliminates the surrounding boxes.

Chameleon: Changes the color itself according to time.
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Unknown: Only reveals the hidden box if it is released by a combination.

Thanks for supporting our first indie game on that line.
I hope you like it and thank you for playing!
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Title: BOX align
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Kasulo Game Studio
Publisher:
Kasulo Game Studio
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English
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It's good for it's price. Interesting blend between two styles of games. Looking foward to more content!. The game is pretty
good, but its not worth 30Euros, you should guys get it in sale or get it for free one day, id buy it for like 15 euros, none will buy
it for money like this.. Steals assets from CoD MW2 and Battlefield Bad Company, runs horribly and it's buggy as hell
RemoveFromSteam/10

Edit: The recent update has removed the stolen weapon icons and replaced them with others, and the pistol sounds are no longer
M9 firing sounds.
The pistol's fire sound is now the Desert Eagle from the Modern Warfare games, just shortened.
You devs aren't even trying now, aren't you?. Brilliant game, a spectacular hybrid between RTS and a card game with a great art
too. The mediocre rating on Steam is totally inexplicabile to me.

Take it immediately.. This is an update of my review after finishing 40 hours of the game. I have just killed a big boss and
concluded the main game. I am about to start on 2 different DLCs of this game.

Now after 40 hours of this game, I have seen a number of shortcomings and bugs, and will try to write about them in this
update, so that I present an accurate picture of the game.

Shortcoming of this game.

1. This game is an ABANDONWARE, like what many other previous reviews have said. It was originally a Kickstarter game,
where backers paid money directly to the developer to create this game and some DLCs. The developer got the money, created
the game and 2 DLCs and left in February 2017. What this means is that currently there is no tech support of any kind, and
there are many small bugs and irritating features which are not fixed. However, the game itself is still good enough to be played,
and I have completed the main game. For the price of $6.99, I think it is definitely worth it for me.

2. My biggest complain about this game is the high monster encounter rate. However since the developer is gone and there is no
tech support, I just have to bear with it to play this game.

3. There are also several game breaking bugs, like being trapped in a certain wall. However they can be avoided by reloading an
earlier save and taking a different route for example. There are also minor glitches in several of the quest. However, I was able
to finish the main game and all the quests after 40 hours of game play. I also read up on the forum about possible bugs and
avoided them.

4. This game is unpolished as there are various spelling errors and small glitches that will never be fixed since the developer got
the money and left. Arrh. It's irritating.

Strength of this game.

1. Excellent story. The story is really excellent, but is a bit on the dark side. It is the story that keep me playing despite all the
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glitches and bugs. The story just drive me to play 1 more hour and 1 more hour. I just have to find out what happen next. Also
there are many dark twists to the game and that create suspense as well. I love that.

2. I love the combat mechanics, the various spells that have to be learn by discovery and not obtained automatically from
leveling.

Overall, I will give this game a 70%, and would still recommend this game despite the fact that the developer abandon the game.
It is interesting enough for me to finish the game, and I will look forward to playing the 2 DLCs. I will give another update after
I spend more time in this game.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This was my original review after 10 hours.

I normally write reviews after I completely finished a game, or at least spend about 50 hours into the game. However, this RPG
Maker game is so much fun that I feel compelled to write about it after just 10 hours of gameplay. I am still really far from
completing this game, but am impressed by the quality of the game to write about it comfortably.

What is really fun about this game is the preponderance of quests. Furthermore, many of the quests are proactively thrust upon
you, instead of you making efforts to find them. For instance, when you enter a zone, the barkeeper's daughter will come
running to you to tell you that her father have some key information for you and you should go to the bar immediately. That will
start a quest. Another example would be that your fellow team member would initiate a conversation with you saying that she
needs to visit her parents and that will lead you to a series of events which trapped you, leading to another quests. This is a game
that keeps you on your toe all the time. There is no need to grind or wait for things to do. In fact, from the 10 hours that I
played, I am flooded with so much quests that I am always behind. In the time that I take to solve a quest, 4 or 5 other would
have sprung out on their own. Talking about an immersive gaming atmosphere, WOW !!!

The storyline is a bit on the dark side. You are teleported to a fairy tale universe with strange twists instead. Many of the
childhood fairy tales that you used to know are presented in this game with strange alternate interpretations.

Visually, the graphics is stunningly beautiful and the gameworld is extremely detailed. I also like the samller (thinner) game
font, and the high resolution display. The game also implement many useful features to make life easier. For example you can
selectively chose which few quests you want to track and they will display key information on your game screen in the crispy
small fonts. I also like the fact there there seems to be no upper limit to the number of quests that you can accept and keep open
at any time. I will feel overwhelmed and pressured if I have to drop quests due to any kind of limitations. However, that does
not happen in this game.

Another thing I love about this game is that your skills (called affinities in this game) are not automatically given to you when
you level, like most other games. Many of the skills, including spells that you can cast, are given to you as rewards for solving
certain quests. This enable me to really appreciate each spell, and understand how difficult it was to acquire them.

One of the most fun things about old school rpg is called "chest scumming" and it is present in this game as well. When you
come across a big chest, it will give you a key weapon or armor. The type of item in the chest is usually fixed, but that item will
have variable statistic. For example a certain overcoat may increase your defence, agility and luck, but the actual increase is
variable, and changes with each time you load the game. Normally, I would reload the game a few times until I feel satisfied
with the item. As a completionist, this is something that I like and missed in many of the fast pace newer games.

Overall, this particular game does bring back happy memories of the old school rpg that I played many years ago, like Wizardry
and Ultima. However, what is nice is also the excellent graphics and useful tools (like quest tracking, etc) that comes with the
old school game :)

I highly recommend this game, and know that I will be spending many more "10 hours" in this game as well.. The pack
downloads just fine. Whatever the issue was , it has been fixed. Time to learn some new songs.. Okay so i was actually gonna
give this game a try just because why not. First of all, i died because i had no food\/water and i couldn't find any either, i was in
the middle of the city but there was litteraly nothing.
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Second of all the game has no waypoints or anything about what you're supposed to do so there was not really anything to go for.
I needed a tier 3 key to get past a door and that was the only way out of the starting point, the problem was that there only was 1
key. One key = Tier 1 Key 2 keys = Tier 2 key.

So i just went up to a wall like the good old skyrim days and went outside the map, and therefor making my way to the city.
. Its a pretty fun game sometimes i experience Shoot gliches when i shoot at an enemy that is still . But the game itself its pretty
fun not gonna lie i enjoyed it more then i expected :). A fun Turn Based RPG that in some ways reminds me of Diablo II.
Especially the music, which is incredible collection of Guitar tracks, and extremely reminiscent of Diablo II's Act II Soundtrack.

The gameplay CAN get a tad repetitive, but for a casual RPG this is very much worth your time.
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In my oppinion this is the best game in the Serious Sam. A great Sci-fi arcade-shooter which you can play single or in co-op
mode.
After a crash your ship is merged with another with deadly consequences part 3!

It is a remastered version with new weapons + updated enemies.
Great game which is very fun to play on hardest difficulty. There are 5 episodes which each take about 40min to 1hour to beat.
The weapons are fun, the enemies scared the hell out of me sometimes.
The biggest rage factor for me was the back spawning. Where when you past and cleared something out, certain checkpoints
would trigger pods behind you. This ofcourse making it more fun aswell as it makes it more intense.
The upgrading felt useless as most of the time i needed the money for ammo and medkits.
Ammo is sometimes hard to find so you have to make sure your shots count as you don't want to run empty when a horde is
coming.
There are also third person action sections which i really hated as the controlling of the character and shooting was very weird
and uncomfortable. There are also sections in outer space which are timed due oxygen running out but there are refill spots
along the way.

It has a nice story continue from the first 2 games and is the Final Act. And it has comicbook style cinematic with voiced text at
the beginning of each episode.
I played the single-player myself and finished it in 5hours but did not try the co-op mode or the survivor mode.

Pros
- Fun Arcade-Shooter
- In Space with aliens
- Easy to control
- Episode take about 40min/1hour each
- Co-op mode
- Fast moving action paced
- Nice Story
- Voiced comicbook cinematics
- 2 fun new weapons
- Survivor mode
- An Ending

Cons
- At Hard difficulty upgrading felt impossible
- Enemy variety
- Pods popping behind you on a cleared section(Sometimes happened about too much).
- Third person action sections
- 2 new weapons but lost 2weapons aswell(from previous game).

I really liked playing this game on stream and the viewers enjoyed it as it was alot of action. And sometimes it was very intense
for me. It was easy to go through and had good checkpoints incase i died. !!!BUY THE TRILOGY!!!. Seems fun so far. Ran
nice and smooth.. Compared to the other Choice of games that are currently out. this story is short. it skips over a lot of
potential detail, theres no real character build up. its decently written but its not really worth it to me. theres essentially one
'major' story point which has no real 'resolution' to the events it should trigger.

. I still wonder why a game like this does not make me feel nauseous at all. Run smoothly with only gtx 970 and SS 1.4, very
well made game.. This game made me have to change my pants!!
>>youtube let's play here<<

Pros
Great atmosphere!
really good jumpscares!
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suoer underpriced for the games look and feel!

cons
super confusing, waking around to die then wake up die, exact same repeat. mostly because im bad at games,

8-10 love it!. I very much enjoyed this title when I first got it a couple years ago when I first got my HTC Vive. Unfortunately,
it seems the dev team have abandoned this title since there are many complaints in this game's forums mentioning that the
moons and planets do not appear when in tour mode, I agree, I just got a Samsung Odyssey Plus (Windows Mixed Reality) and
I'm having that problem too. In the forums, I haven't seen any comment from the Dev team about possibly fixing this title. This
is so unfortunate for a pretty cool title.
DO NOT waste your money on this title, chances are it will not work for you, Vive Pro, Oculus Rift and Windows Mixed
Reality users are all complaining about this problem.
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